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ABSTRACT

This exploratory paper is part of a series that examines the role of mobile technology in the lives of adolescents and young people living in developing nations. The current report focuses on South Africa and is based on primary data collected in the previous series of this publication and secondary evidence gathered through a desk review of relevant literature. This report presents, first, in section two, an overview context of South Africa, and her digital landscape; Information and Communication Technology (ICT) development in South Africa has flourished in the past years, particularly with regard to mobile access and use, though continues to lag in computer and stationary Internet ownership and use. Section three investigates the use of mobile technology by South African adolescents and young people. Extensive research identified a number of characteristics unique to the South African digital landscape: most notably, there exists in South Africa a series of persistent digital divides based on socio-economics, geography and language, as well as in ICT ownership, access, and use. Section four investigates popular communication activities used and accessed among South African adolescents and young people. That said, the nation, as a whole, leads in the content as creation and consumption on social networking platforms, namely Mxit and Twitter. With high access and use comes also a need for awareness of global opportunities and risk. Section five of this report discusses also the types of safety risks adolescents and young people are exposed to while using mobiles, including: cyberbullying, sexting, privacy and exposure to sexually explicit images. The final section of the current paper discusses public and private initiatives to increase opportunities for South African citizens to optimally and safely access and use ICTs.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

- South African residents lead as one of the highest users of mobile technology and mobile social networking on the continent. However, stationary Internet and computer ownership lags.
- South African adolescents and youth are the first adopters of mobile technology, with 72 per cent of 15–to 24-year olds “having a cell phone.”
- South Africa is the leading innovator, in Africa, in social networking, microblogging and content creation.
- There is a pronounced digital divide in South Africa with regard to ICT ownership, access, and use, divided by race, socioeconomics, and geography.
- The primary risks faced by South African adolescents and young people online are talking to and meeting strangers, cyberbullying, and sexting.
- The South African government and private sector are involved in promoting ICT development and monitoring safety online. With a rapidly growing number of ICT users, many of whom have never before been connected to the digital world, there is an urgent need for well-crafted legislations and programmes in ICT development and education.
THE DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP AND SAFETY PROJECT

This exploratory study is part of a series produced by the Young people Section at UNICEF New York through its Digital Citizenship and Safety project. The Digital Citizenship and Safety project aims to provide a better understanding of the digital landscape in a range of different countries, mainly those with developing or emerging economies. The project starts with a data collection phase, during which exploratory, quantitative and qualitative studies are synthesized to produce evidence-based communication materials to raise awareness on the optimal and safe use of ICTs. The concept of Digital Citizenship is then advocated at the local government level through advocacy workshops, seminars and conferences on how to maximize ICTs' opportunities while minimizing risks to users.

The Digital Citizenship and Safety project aligns itself within the scope of work conducted by the Social and Civic Media Section at UNICEF, whose mission is to work with traditional and new technologies including social networking tools, SMS, and digital mapping to empower adolescents and young people to play an active role in society.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC, 1989) guarantees the right to express views and to be heard (Art.12), freedom of expression, including the freedom to seek, receive and impart information (Art.13), the freedom of association and peaceful assembly, and the right to information, (Art.17) amongst others. Although drafted before the Internet became ubiquitous, the CRC is highly pertinent when it comes to adolescents and young people accessing, posting and sharing content online. With the rapid development of ICTs in the last decade, these rights should be analysed and clearly applied to the digital age.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

"Please Call Me." Evolved from the practice of "beeping," or calling someone and hanging up after a ring or two. Beeps, also known as missed calls or flashes, are a signal to the recipient to call the other back when the caller is low on airtime. Studies estimate that 20 to 30 per cent of all calls made each day in Africa are beeps. Carriers started providing "Please Call Me" text messages free of charge after they noticed that the networks were getting inundated by millions of beeps a day. The "Please Call Me" service is a free alternative method for low-income South Africans to reach out to their contacts. Its use spans great breadth: it has been used not only for social purposes, but for civic ones - such as an HIV-awareness campaign too.

Since the growth of ICTs, many South Africans living in urban and rural communities are able to explore, share, and access digital information through mobile and computer Internet connectivity. From 2005 to 2009, the number of South Africans owning, renting and/or having access to a mobile phone increased by 20 per cent, and the country now experiences among its total population of 50 million. The low cost of SIM cards and the availability of cheap handsets and of prepaid subscriptions have also enabled resource-limited users the opportunity to communicate and access information digitally.

The mobile industry in Africa has become an enabler of economic development; mobile services have emerged in agriculture, banking, education, and healthcare. Expanding quickly, with over 620 million mobile connections as of September 2011, Africa bears the second largest mobile market in the world. In the last ten years, the number of mobile connections in Africa has increased by 20 per cent, and the country now experiences among its total population of 50 million. The low cost of SIM cards and the availability of cheap handsets and of prepaid subscriptions have also enabled resource-limited users the opportunity to communicate and access information digitally.

---

2 Please see Annex I.
6 Please see Annex I.
7 Please see Annex I.
8 These figures do not account for mobile sharing, multiple SIM cards per user and multiple cell phone ownership, therefore it is an indication of unequal ICT ownership.
grown an average of 30 per cent per year and is forecast to reach 735 million by the end of 2012. South Africa houses the third largest number of mobile subscribers in the continent, after Nigeria and Egypt.\textsuperscript{12} Young people are the primary adopters of mobile technologies in South Africa; nearly 72 per cent of mobile ownership occurs among 15 to 24-year olds.\textsuperscript{13}

While past generations of young people expressed themselves through traditional mediums such as radio and written publications the digital era offers new opportunities for access and expression to today's young people. Rights such as the Right to Express Views (Article 12), the Right to Freedom of Expression (Article 13), the Right to Assembly (Article 15), and the Right to Access to Information (Article 17) can all be exercised in the digital sphere. Granted by the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC, 1989), and ratified by South Africa in 1995\textsuperscript{14}, these rights recognize the potential of digital technologies to amplify the freedom of expression and to expand access thereto, but also come with risks that need to be adapted to, and addressed within, the digital arena.

### 1.2. Objective

This exploratory study is the second output of an ongoing research effort to better understand the digital landscape in South Africa. While the first paper focused on presenting primary data which UNICEF collected, in collaboration with Mxit, on social networking habits over mobile mediums, this research integrates also quantitative survey and recent evidence results to present the significance of mobile use in a larger context. Considering the significance and increasing use of mobile phones in South Africa, this paper focuses on mobile telephony use, its economic and social impact, and on the opportunities and challenges that it presents to South African adolescents and young people. The topic requires discussion due to its ever growing impact on online and offline behaviour of young people.

\textsuperscript{12} Ibid.
1.3. **Methodology**

**Research process**

To reach the study objective and to expand and further analyze the primary data created in earlier DCS work, a search was conducted for background information on South Africa, particularly pertaining to the use of, and access to, ICT tools. The predominant focus lay on mobile telephones (due to most relevance in ICT context of the country), activities and behavior in the use of mobiles, risks faced while using mobiles, and rights associated with use of digital technologies by South African young peoples.

As an ongoing process during the research, the methodologies of studies were checked for their reliability, as were the background and experience of the sources’ institutions. The reliability of the institutions was measured by validating the data collection, sampling frame, questionnaire, and the credibility of the institutions in conducting research in the focused area.

The literature search was conducted on the Internet in English, using the western search engine, Google. The use of local and regional ICT websites was important in the research process, as well, in order to ensure that all local sources were identified.

**Sources utilized**

Only the sources identified as stemming from reputable organizations, and containing large sample sizes and reliable methodologies were utilized. Reliable household surveys such as the population census and the Gross Domestic Product and Quarterly Labour Force Survey, (conducted by the Statistics South Africa) were used to gather national economic, population and demographics data. Other primary research sources used in this report include studies from the United Nations, Research ICT Africa (RIA), Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, University of Cape Town, Link Centre at University of Witwatersrand in South Africa, University of Fort Hare in South Africa, Centre for Justice and Crime Prevention (CJCP), The Kaiser Family Foundation, South African Broadcasting Corporation, Namibian Economic Policy Research Unit, Tufts University, International Telecommunication Union (ITU), and Microsoft Research India.

**Valuing local sources and expertise**

A detailed process which consisted of ranking sources in the order of United Nations sources, International institutions, government sources, universities, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), and private actors was employed in weighing all international and local sources. It was found that there exists a significant amount of high quality research work completed by

---

the South African government and local institutions and experts, therefore limited reliance on the expertise of international organizations and individuals was required. In order to validate our findings and gather local perspective and area of specialization, during May 2012, we consulted local and international experts such as those at UNICEF South Africa, UNICEF Child Protection Unit, UNICEF Innocenti Research Centre, Berkman Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University, Education Impact, Tufts University, Centre for Justice and Crime Prevention (CJCP), Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, University of Cape Town, Research ICT Africa (RIA), University of Johannesburg, University of Southern California, and Mxit Lifestyle.

Assessing reliability of sources

To assess the reliability of secondary sources, a source valuation matrix was created, which weighted the sources by type, date, and author. In this process, data were carefully checked against all available sources. This mitigated the risk of valuing any invalid facts or formulating false hypotheses.

We found approximately 40 studies that contained information relevant to our objective. These studies were grouped and analysed based on the content of their results.

2.0 CONTEXT

2.1 Overview of South Africa

The Republic of South Africa is a diverse nation, with a population of 50.59 million people (2011),\(^\text{16}\) 79.5 per cent are black Africans, 9.0 per cent are white Africans, 8.9 per cent are Coloureds\(^\text{17}\), and 2.5 per cent are Indian/Asian.\(^\text{18}\) Various ethnic groups among these populations contribute to the overall cultural composition of South Africa.\(^\text{19}\)

Due to its multi-party, three-tier democracy, the government of South Africa has three capital cities: Pretoria is the administrative and primary capital; Cape Town is the legislative capital; and Bloemfontein is the judicial capital.

The country’s demographic landscape spans across nine provinces. Though the smallest province in geographical size, Gauteng bears the largest population, with 11.3 million


\(^{17}\) Please see Annex I.

\(^{18}\) Ibid.

\(^{19}\) The eleven official languages are: English, isiZulu, isiXhosa, isiNdebele, Afrikaans, isiSwati, Sesotho sa Leboa, Sesotho, Setswana, Tshivenda, Xitsonga.
inhabitants. Twenty Northern Cape is the smallest populated province; it houses only 1.1 million people. Twenty-one Fifty-two per cent of the total population is female. Twenty-two 31.3 per cent are 15 years old and younger; Twenty-three 3.6 million reside in the province of KwaZulu-Natal, and 3.09 million living in Gauteng.

As of 2011, the South African gross domestic product (GDP) grew at 4.5 per cent, making it the largest economy in Africa, and one of only four African countries with an upper-middle class economy.

### 2.2 Selected overview: technological context

Most technological advancement in South Africa has taken place in the mobile sphere, leading to a significant rise in mobile ownership and usage. However, South Africa continues to struggle with a significant lag in both the expansion of ICT infrastructure and in the ownership of computers and access to Internet.

#### 2.2.1 Internet and telephony history

South Africa’s history of apartheid impacted the development and delivery of public and social services in the country.

Under apartheid, fixed-line telephony infrastructure was put in place largely in affluent residential areas, which house less than 10 per cent of the country’s total population. During nearly the 50 years up to 1995, the rest of the country was neglected from ICT infrastructure development, allowing significant advancement to occur only in affluent and developed areas. After the rise of mobile telephony in South Africa, ICT access began to expand and wide range of communication, education, and engagement opportunities became more widely available.

The growth of ICT infrastructure in South Africa is much higher than in her neighboring countries. According to a 2005 study, *Mobile Cellular Telephone: Fixed-line Substitution in Sub-*

---

21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
25 Real GDP of South Africa grew at 4.8% for the first quarter of 2011, to 3,98,605 million Rand.
27 South Africa, Botswana, Gabon, and Mauritius are the African countries with an upper-middle class economy.
29 Ibid.
**Saharan Africa**, conducted by Steve Esselaar and Christoph Stork, from the University of the Witwatersrand and Namibian Economic Policy Research Unit, respectively, South Africa has the highest number of households with one or more mobile phones (56.7 per cent), when compared to other African countries.\(^{30}\) Fixed-line telephone penetration, in South Africa, remains below 10 per cent\(^ {32}\) like most of the countries in the region in which investment in telecommunications infrastructure is lacking and mobile phones continue to be the main ICT communication tool for the population.\(^ {33}\) According to the *African Mobile Observatory 2011: Driving Economic and Social Development through Mobile Services* study, by GSM Association and A.T. Kearney Ltd., as of September 2011, South Africa has the third largest number of mobile subscribers in the continent, after Nigeria and Egypt.\(^ {34}\)

In South Africa, there has been a sharp departure from government ownership to private telecom ownership of fixed telephone, mobile, and Internet, much like regional telephony history. Vodacom, MTN, Cell-C, Virgin Mobile and Telkom are the five biggest mobile-phone companies in South Africa, and only Telkom is partly owned by the government.\(^ {35}\)

The first stationary\(^ {37}\) Internet connection was established in South Africa in 1988\(^ {38}\); however stationary Internet penetration remained below 10 per cent until 2009, when it climbed to 12.30 per cent in 2010.\(^ {39}\) This 2.3 per cent growth is the highest the nation has ever seen. Explanations for this growth vary: some attribute it to the completion of the new Seacom undersea cable in mid-2009,\(^ {40}\) although evidence shows disruptions in service.\(^ {41}\) Others argue that the granting of Electronic Communications Network Service licenses to more than 400 organisations, and the introduction of the 3G technology in 2008, is responsible; and still

---

31 Cameroon, Ethiopia, Namibia, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia.
34 Ibid.
35 Majority ownership by Department of Communications.
37 Computer-based Internet connection.
40 SEACOM is the largest fiber optic cable carrier along the Indian Ocean coast.
others point to the liberalization of the telecom sector with licenses issued to more ISPs and uptake in broadband subscription by small and medium businesses.43

2.2.2 The Potential of Mobile Phones Narrowing the Digital Divide

According to ITU, South Africa has cellular subscription penetration of 100.48 per cent.44 Although, one should also understand that some users might have multiple subscriptions45 while others might have none.

Confirmed by data from household surveys conducted by Statistics South Africa and Research ICT Africa (RIA), it appears that there is an increase in the ownership of cell phones in South Africa; while there was only 32.3 per cent mobile phone ownership in 2001, 2007 saw 72.9 per cent mobile ownership.4647 Computer ownership, too, increased from 8.6 per cent in 2001 to 15.7 per cent in 2007, though remains quite low due to computer's high cost.48

The 2007 RIA Household Survey data suggests a very low household ownership of computer with 14.78 per cent and stationary Internet at 4.76 per cent.49 On the other hand, mobile ownership and Internet rates are much higher. In 2011, 39 per cent of urban and 27 per cent of rural users were browsing the Internet on their mobiles.50 One possible reason why users might favor mobile Internet over stationary Internet could be that mobile Internet offers a cheaper alternative to access Internet, with mobile broadband packages costing as low as US$1.10 per month while the cheapest ADSL stationary Internet costing at least US$ 7.22 per month.51

---

45 These figures do not account for mobile sharing, multiple SIM cards per user and multiple cell phone ownership, therefore it is an indication of unequal ICT ownership.
Adolescents and young people have been identified as the first adopters of mobile technology with 72 per cent of 15 to 24-year-old reported as “having a cell phone” in a 2007 national survey conducted by The Kaiser Family Foundation and the South African Broadcasting Corporation.52

The majority of mobile phone users favor using prepaid services rather than service contracts; interestingly, when compared to its neighboring countries, 81.1 per cent of all mobile connections in South Africa are pre-paid,53 compared to 99 per cent average for 25 African countries.54 Prepaid services cost as low as the price of the SIM card at US$ 0.12, while phone contracts costing at least US$ 11.90 for connection fee and US$ 12.20 per month55 in South Africa.56 Pre-paid mobile subscription is popular in Sub-Saharan Africa due to lower or irregular incomes, since setting up a pre-paid account doesn’t require a bank account, a physical address, or postal address, and it allows users more control over their expenses- spending when money is available with no minimum payment required.57

Like in most developing countries, South Africa’s mobile telephony has been a fundamental factor in reducing the communication gap between urban and rural demographics, as it provides access to areas underserved by main telephone lines and other ICT infrastructure. This is not surprising: ICT studies show that in the majority of the least developed countries (South Africa included in this study), mobiles with prepaid services are the “only means of communication” for rural and socio-economically disadvantaged households.58

There have been other mobile trends and services seen in the country which help accommodate the local income and lifestyle, including the “Please Call Me” service through which messages can be sent to another customer for free.5960

53 The Regulation of Interception of Communications and Provision of Communication-Related Information Act (RICA), requires registration of all SIM cards in use in South Africa.
54 All of South Africa’s neighboring countries and region was included in this study, except Botswana and Namibia.
60 Please see Annex I.
2.2.3 Mobile Consumer Growth

Mobile handsets sales accounted for 21 per cent of South Africa's consumer electronics spending in 2010. South Africa has experienced compound annual growth rate (CAGR) growth of 11 per cent in handset sales in the past five years\(^{61}\), and is expected to grow at a CAGR of four per cent to US$1.8 thousand million by 2015. Demand for 3G handsets has exceeded expectations, while lower prices have boosted sales of smartphones.\(^{62}\)

With an increased purchase of mobile devices, new opportunities have opened up to adolescents and young people in accessing and consuming digital information via online platforms like Mxit, Facebook and Twitter.

3.0 The SOUTH AFRICAN DIGITAL DIVIDE

With the staggering growth in digital access through mobile devices, new opportunities have emerged which were not as prevalent in the last decade. However, it must be noted that the opportunities have not been equally distributed within South Africa based on: location, language, education and socioeconomic levels. The Digital Citizenship and Safety research continues to explore this digital divide in order to program and advocate for online and offline equity.

3.1 Location-based digital divide

Public and private actors are narrowing the digital divide by increasing ICT equipment ownership and use among individuals in both rural and urban areas of South Africa. A household ICT access survey, conducted by RIA in 2010, found that 70.6 per cent of urban dwellers aged 16 and older use mobile phones, while only 48.9 per cent of their rural neighbours engage in such activity.\(^{63}\) With the development of better ICT infrastructure, mobile ownership and connectivity is increasing among rural young people populations.

The practice of Internet browsing on mobile phones is also expanding in South Africa. Nearly 39 per cent of urban dwellers and 27 per cent of rural residents browse the Internet on their mobile phones.\(^{64}\) Although South Africans are increasingly becoming mobile owners, Internet

---


\(^{64}\) Tande, Dibussi, 'Information and Communications Technology in South Africa- An', Northwestern University, Kellogg School of Management, (accessed 16 February 2011).
access is low among the rural cellular market due to cost concerns.\textsuperscript{65} There is limited evidence indicative of a digital divide in South Africa; therefore, further research is needed.

3.2 Socioeconomic digital divide

According to the unemployment rates reported in government and state union employment reports, the socioeconomic landscape of South Africa is vastly divided by both race and gender.

A 2011 South African national census found that 27.7 percent of black Africans were unemployed compared to 6.7 per cent of white population.\textsuperscript{66} In addition, white African workers earn, on average, 5.5 times more than black African workers.\textsuperscript{67} The census also found that the white African population group has the highest income, of nearly 450 per cent more than the average black African income and 400 per cent more than the average Coloured African income.\textsuperscript{68} These figures point to a stark income disparity, especially considering that 79.6 per cent of South Africa’s total population is black Africans, 9.1 per cent are white Africans, 8.9 per cent are colored, and 2.5 per cent are Indian/Asian in South Africa.\textsuperscript{69} While there is limited hard evidence of digital divide between socioeconomic groups, there is reported evidence of socioeconomic divisions that may attribute to similar disparities within the realm of ICT access in South Africa.

3.3 Gender participation in ICT Use and Access

Studies have identified a slight gender participation gap between mobile users in South Africa.\textsuperscript{70} In May 2011, the Effective Measure statistics commissioned, by the South African Digital Media and Marketing Association (DMMA) measured the population of urban Internet users. The study revealed a fairly stark gender gap amongst individuals aged 15 to 60-years old; approximately 31 per cent Internet users are female, whereas 68 per cent are male.\textsuperscript{71}

\textsuperscript{65} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{68} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{71} Ibid.
Another study examined gender participation among 10,110 university students in South Africa in two different years 2004 and 2007. Nearly 88 per cent of students were undergraduates, and 53 per cent were female.

According to results of the 2007 survey, 62 per cent of females had a poor knowledge of ICT use, compared to 37 per cent for male students.

According to data from RIA, while Zambia, Senegal, Benin and Uganda have a significant gender participation gap between mobile users with males leading, female mobile users lead by 7 per cent in South Africa.

### 4.0 COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES

“I use my cellphone for everything,” explains a South African university student who uses her multi-function mobile phone to download and watch movies, access and pay bills, and receive bank account information online and through text message notifications.

#### 4.1 Social Network Sites Activity Use

A 2009 TNS report conducted a study of social networking sites (SNS) use among a representative sample of 401 South Africans aged 16 years and older. The study found that 74 per cent of reported users use (SNS). Among the most reported sites were Facebook, with 82 per cent use, Mxit, with 29 per cent use, Twitter, with 28 per cent use, MySpace, with 18 per cent use, and LinkedIn, with 14 per cent use.

In addition, more than 75 per cent of respondents send SNS messages to people and 75 per cent also use SNS platforms to join groups. Sixty-two per cent of SNS users update statuses
The high use of SNS messages among the sample could be due to the option of free messaging provided on SNS platforms. According to the study, 61 per cent upload photo and video content and search for other users. This figure indicates high content creation among South Africans. Finally, 58 per cent invite friends to events and online groups, and 46 per cent follow other users’ activities, using mobile devices. These high figures represent interest in online association by adolescents and young people.

In 2009, Tino Kreutzer conducted a survey of 441 grade 11 students. The schools were chosen as random cluster samples from all public secondary schools located in Cape Town’s 50 per cent most deprived area. The study revealed that 47 per cent of students use Mxit on a typical day, while only 20 per cent of students report having Facebook or Myspace profiles. Kreutzer found that 84 per cent of students access the Internet on a typical day. Profile holders were particularly strong users of both computers and mobile phones, and reportedly use the Internet more frequently and intensely than non-profile holders.

Although the TNS report finds Facebook as the leading social networking platform, most research finds Mxit as the leading social networking site. This may be due to varying methodologies and sample frame, such as age, socioeconomics and location-base of surveyed participants. There is a global trend of decreasing use of Mxit and SMS activity with increase of age of young people. There could also be a difference in the type of mobile device ownership between the two samples. There is also a global trend of increasing use of Facebook mobile due to growth in smartphone technology. However, there is limited evidence of smartphone ownership and use in South Africa.

### 4.1.1 Mxit Activity Use

Since its launch in 2003, Mxit has a total of 38 million registered users in South Africa. During the month of March 2012, there were 6.38 million active users in South Africa. These figures indicate Mxit continues to increase its user base as more South Africans have access to ICTs.

---

80 Ibid.
81 Ibid.
82 Other statistics: 62% update status, 61% search for someone, and 58% invite friends to events/online groups.
84 Ibid.
85 Ibid.
86 Ibid.
87 Kreutzer’s analysis is based on a sample of mobile use while the TNS study includes both, computer and mobile devices.
88 Function phones versus smartphones.
89 Figure as of March 2012, includes clone and inactive accounts. ‘MXit Social Development’.
90 Ibid.
Mxit is a free instant messaging, SNS application, operating on multiple mobile platforms and, much less frequently, on computers. With the ability to send and receive text and multimedia messages with one-on-one conversations, chat rooms, play games, download music, access movie clips and news, and buy and sell products contained therein, the Mxit user base has grown exponentially.

This popular online activity has become an integral source of digital networking and communication, particularly among South African young people. According to Mxit demographics report, individuals 18 and older are amongst the most active users of Mxit: 47 per cent of 18-25–year olds and 29 per cent of those over 25 years-old engage regularly on Mxit. Additionally, 19 per cent of individuals aged 15-17 and 4 per cent of those aged 13-15 are also active Mxit users. While the minimum age on Mxit is 13 years old, results show that a small percentage of survey respondents did report their age to be 10- to 14-years old (6 per cent), while a very small number stated their age as 5- to 9-years old (less than 1 per cent). It was also found that about 44 per cent of the respondents reported that they are currently in high school, while 17.7 per cent are currently attending or have graduated from university.

Mxit offers popular digital applications for its users. Nearly 88 per cent of users rely on Mxit to chat with family and friends, while 34 per cent use the service to make new friends and meet people. The social networking component of Mxit also allows South African young people to use Mxit for social and educational activity. According to the same UNICEF study cited above, 68 per cent of Mxit users spend most time online talking to family and friends and 16 per cent of respondents talk mostly to strangers/new friends. In addition, 11 per cent of respondents chat on Mxit in order to get a girlfriend, while 5 per cent of respondents do so to get a boyfriend. It is not clear whether these attempts at forming a relationship are undertaken with acquaintances or strangers. The most common topic of discussion while on Mxit for many of the respondents is love life and dating (46 per cent), while many users also spend time gossiping with family and friends (22 per cent). Still other users spend most time talking about entertainment topics like music, sports, fashion, and games (19 per cent). Other responses include school related topics (7 per cent), politics and global issues (3 per cent), and religion (less than 1 per cent). In general, pursuing and/or discussing romantic relationships with strangers and with acquaintances are prevalent conversation topics on Mxit.

---

91 This age limit is in compliance with the South African Films & Publications Amendment Act 3 of 2009, which sets restrictions on the distribution, exhibition and/or possession of films, publications and new media based on their content and suitability for different age groups.
92 Figures as of February 2011 as the average for one year; MXit (2011). Demographics Report: South Africa Platform Demographics.
93 Ibid.
94 According to a UNICEF study of representative sample of approximately 26,000 Mxit users in South Africa, it was found that the majority (53 per cent) of survey respondents are 18- to 24-years old, while 32 per cent fall between 15- to 17-years old and 8.5 per cent are reportedly 24 years and older. Hoveyda, Priscillia and Sinha, Akshay, ‘From ‘What’s your ASLR’ to ‘Do You Wanna Go Private?’’, UNICEF, 2011, <http://www.unicef.org/southafrica/SAF_resources_MXitstudy.pdf> (accessed 8 March 2012).
95 Ibid.
96 Ibid.
97 Ibid.
Seventy-one per cent of Mxit users primarily accessing the service from personal mobile phones compared to the 7 per cent of users that access the online platform from a computer, and nearly 22 per cent of its total reported users access Mxit from both sources equally. Further evidence has revealed that 46 per cent of users connected to Mxit once a day or more and that 22 per cent of users are connected for most of the day.

Although Mxit use has gained popularity in South Africa, there is limited evidence on the scope or frequency of its use in rural, as compared to urban areas. However, UNICEF’s primary data from 2011 concluded that, although major discrepancies in use exist based on urban/rural divide, the opportunity remains open to young people of all nine provinces of South Africa with 31 per cent of users from Gauteng, 21 per cent from Western Cape, and 16 per cent from KwaZulu-Natal. Unsurprisingly, these three provinces house the three most populated cities in South Africa—Johannesburg, Cape Town, and Durban, respectively. Across all provinces, 91 per cent of respondents live in urban areas and 9 per cent in rural areas. Although we cannot determine from this cross-sectional statistic whether Mxit’s rural penetration is expanding (since previous data does not exist with which to compare it), a recent study points to a trend towards increasing access to and usage of mobile technologies in rural South Africa. As such, it is likely that the digital divide with regards to mobile phone and Mxit use will decrease in the coming years.

4.2 South Africa leads in ‘Twittersphere’

Twitter has become the most popular micro-blogging website among the international community. It offers an alternative method through which online users can share information and digital content: users can ‘tweet’ messages to other participants. Users can also view and post trending information online by including the hash tag symbol (#) in their tweets. This function allows all Twitter users to view recent and popular topics worldwide.

In an effort to map and analyze Twitter use in Africa, Portland Communications, a Kenya-based company, collaborated with the UK-based Company, Tweetminster, on a three month digital study to geo-locate 11.5 million registered African Twitter users. Among the poll of 500 of African users active tweeters, the study found South Africa having the most active tweeters in
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Africa. The study results revealed that South African users have tweeted 5,030,226 times, or nearly twice as many times as those in Kenya, who have tweeted 2,476,800. Other African countries active on Twitter include Nigeria (1,646,212 tweets), Egypt (1,214,062 tweets), and Morocco (745,620 tweets). According to the study, 57 per cent of tweets are sent from mobile devices.

The study revealed the young people comprise a larger percentage of the Africa twittersphere than they do elsewhere: 60 per cent of African Twitter users from the ages of 21 to 29 years old, whereas the average Twitter user is 39 years old.

In Africa, Twitter is used for social conversation. Eighty-one per cent of surveyed users responded that they use Twitter to converse with friends. Twitter is also becoming a key source of information in the region. Sixty-eight per cent of users reported using Twitter to access international news, while 68 per cent of users use it to monitor national news, and 22 per cent of users access it to search for employment opportunities.

However, there is limited hard evidence indicating Twitter access and use among younger populations disaggregated by age, location, race, and gender

### 4.3 Mobile-Banking Use

While mobile ownership is expanding in South Africa, Internet-capable mobiles have provided an alternative banking method for online users. Mobile banking has started to lead Africa in the adoption of mobile-banking solutions that aim to reach the unbanked. In South Africa, mobile-banking applications provide rural and urban dwellers easier banking options for both business and personal uses.

In 2004 and 2005, WIZZIT and MTN Banking each developed mobile-banking applications to address the financial service needs of low-income customers. Bank account applications provided an alternative source through which mobile customers can access online payment
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instruments. The first WIZZIT platform proved to be a successful venture: 300,000 newly signed customers reportedly used the mobile application.\textsuperscript{118}

Interestingly, WIZZIT does not have any physical branches in South Africa. However, in collaboration with South African post offices and the ABSA Bank, WIZZIT customers have access to nearly 3,500 deposit sites.\textsuperscript{119} Customers are issued debit cards and can withdraw money at any South African ATM machine.\textsuperscript{120} With a multi-function online service, bank clients can operate services including direct access to money transfers, checking balances online, purchasing pre-paid mobile credits and subscriptions. Alternatively, business owners can use WIZZIT to pay their staff by paying employees electronically.

Evidently, online banking is becoming a popular mobile application, since major South African banks have rolled out mobile banking applications across digital platforms. However, there is limited hard evidence indicating mobile-banking access and use among populations disaggregated by age, location, race, and gender.

5.0 SAFETY RISKS

“The children were on Mxit or texting all the time and they’d say horrible things to each other. They don’t have personal boundaries because it’s not face-to-face. They would say whatever they like because they’re just talking to a machine,”\textsuperscript{121} a South African teacher discusses about the repercussions of ICT activity among South African young people.

The rapid development of ICT access, social networking sites, and widespread access to mobile telephony has provided powerful avenues for sharing digital information and content in South Africa. However, these digital mediums have also created an online arena for risks such as cyberbullying, exposure to inappropriate content and piracy.

The Nelson Mandela Bay study asked 1,594 students at three primary and three secondary schools, who ranged across grades six to 12,\textsuperscript{122} in the Nelson Mandela Bay area, to complete a questionnaire regarding their online habits.\textsuperscript{123} The results found that 5.8 per cent of the students spend more than four hours a day on the Internet; of this 5.8 per cent, 37 per cent report using the Internet in their bedrooms.\textsuperscript{124} In South Africa, online authorization to view various websites is not necessarily required, since 63 per cent of students did not have to ask for permission for access.

\textsuperscript{119}Ibid.
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\textsuperscript{122}Professor Rossouw von Solms is director of the Institute for ICT Advancement at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University and Mariska de Lange is a master’s student in information technology at the university.
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before accessing the Internet, and more than 54 per cent were not supervised using the Internet.\textsuperscript{125}

Although the Internet is a tool to express and share information, it can be used also as a platform to send information about an individual, without his/her consent.

\subsection{5.1 Cyberbullying: from online to offline}

The traditional notion of face-to-face bullying has expanded in the digital realm, where offline bullying is extended into online bullying from offline acquaintances and strangers online. Cyberbullying was first defined as, “willful and repeated harm inflicted through the use of computers, cell phones, and other electronic devices.”\textsuperscript{126}

The CRC, and its Optional Protocols, guarantees the child the protection from all forms of violence, exploitation and abuse. General Comment no. 13 of the CRC Committee ‘The Right of the Child to Freedom from All Forms of Violence’ outlines some of the child protection risks in relation to information and communication technologies (ICTs). This includes children as users of ICTs: “As children in contact with others through ICTs, children may be bullied, harassed or stalked (child “luring”) and/or coerced, tricked or persuaded into meeting strangers off-line, being “groomed” for involvement in sexual activities and/or providing personal information.”\textsuperscript{127}

Even though bullying is a phenomenon that existed well before the creation of the mobile phones and World Wide Web, the two mediums have magnified the problem by creating a new venue through which bullying can be executed. When perpetrated via telephone medium or online, cyberbullying is eased by the apparent anonymity and distance from the victim.\textsuperscript{128}

In South Africa, cyberbullying has become a true safety risk. News sources reveal that young boys and girls are victims of cyberbullying\textsuperscript{129} \textsuperscript{130} and national studies have confirmed these findings.\textsuperscript{131}

\textsuperscript{125} Ibid.
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A 2009 TNS report analyzed a representative sample of 401 SNS users, aged 16 and older and found that 3 per cent of surveyed respondents have been victims of cyberbullying.132 Another study by CJCP surveyed 1,726 urban young people aged 12-24 years old in the four largest cities in South Africa.133 The study found that 46.8 per cent had experienced some form of cyberbullying, including verbal telephone harassment.134 Similarly, a UNICEF study also found that 26 per cent of the respondents experienced insults on Mxit. Of those that experienced insults, 28 per cent reported that the insults were race-based in nature.135 Different access points were identified as cyberbullying recipient locations, with 31 per cent of young people experiencing cyberbullying at school and 42.9 per cent experiencing cyberbullying outside of school.136 However, it is a limitation of the research to conclude where the recipients first came into contact with cyberbullying.

As ICT access and use grow in South Africa, youth have been victim to cyberbullying through various types of digital communications. Nearly 28 per cent of CJCP interviewees reported voice calls as the most frequent medium of cyberbullying, while 26.6 per cent reported SMS and 12.2 per cent instant messaging as most frequent.137 The least used mediums for cyberbullying were e-mail messages (6.4 per cent) followed by websites (4.4 per cent).138 That said, the particularly high frequency of cyberbullying through mobile phones might be due to the fact that mobiles are the most commonly used ICT equipment among this age group.

A higher percentage of girls were found to be victims of cyberbullying than boys in South Africa.139 During its 12-month pre-study period, the CJCP reported that 33 per cent of girls and only 29 per cent of boys had experienced cyberbullying.140

Interestingly, research studies found that former victims of face-to-face bullying141 often became perpetrators of cyberbullying.142 Reportedly, 70 per cent of those who used text messages to bully others were former victims.143 In addition to danah boyd and Andrew Schrock’s research, Problematic Youth Interactions Online: Solicitation, Harassment, and Cyberbullying where
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online recipients of cyberbullying can also act as perpetrators.\textsuperscript{144} There is limited evidence between the linkage of offline and online bullying and victims turned perpetrators, and further research is needed.

The Nelson Mandela Bay study found that 36 per cent of student participants had experienced some form of cyberbullying; of this nearly half had not shared, nor told anybody about their incident.\textsuperscript{145} The other half of students who had not experienced cyberbullying would speak to someone about it. When students were asked who they would tell about experiences with cyberbullying results indicated that about 50 per cent of students would choose to speak with a peer or friend, 40 per cent would talk to a parent, and only 2 per cent would speak to a teacher.\textsuperscript{146} A similar trend was found in the EU Kids Online study. In that study, 77 per cent of children surveyed aged 9-16 who had been cyberbullied had talked to someone about it: 52 per cent told their friends and 42 per cent told their parents.\textsuperscript{147} Both research point to the conclusion that adolescents and youths are more comfortable speaking about cyberbullying victimization with their peers.

The UNCRC, which “protects the economic, social, political, civil, health, and cultural rights of children,”\textsuperscript{148} specifies in Article 19, that children shall be protected from all forms of violence.\textsuperscript{149} General Comment 13, coming into effect in April 2011, additionally addressed child violence and potential digital safety risks.\textsuperscript{150}

Prior to Article 19 establishment, the term violence was defined as, “all forms of physical/mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect, or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation.”\textsuperscript{151} However, the Committee of UNCRC emphasized, “term violence in the present general comment must not be interpreted in any way to minimize the impact of, and need to address, non-physical and/or non-intentional forms of harm (such as, inter alia, neglect and psychological maltreatment).”\textsuperscript{152} This General Comment makes specific note of “mental violence” and includes the following: “Psychological bullying and hazing by adults or other children, including via information and communication technologies (ICTs) such as mobile phones and the Internet
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(known as “cyberbullying”).\(^{154}\) This General Comment provides guidance for States to “understand their obligations in preventing and prohibiting child violence.”\(^ {155}\)

The General Comment pursues upon the importance of crafting of appropriate legislation that provides adequate protection for children as well as funding and programming of education initiatives around ICTs’ risks for children.

Under South African law, cyberbullying is considered an unlawful infringement on privacy. In addition to cyber harassment, cyber stalking and cyber aggression, cyberbullying involves criminal defamation, which causes harm to an individual’s reputation by explicit intentional publications, which threatens to “electronically distribute information of another person” without consent.\(^ {156}\) However, under Section 384 of the Criminal Procedure Act of 1955 (Act 56 of 1955), “a person who has been a victim of violent conduct by another person, or who has been threatened with injury to himself or herself or to his or her property by another person, or where the other person has used language or behaved in a manner towards the victim that is likely to provoke the breach of peace or assault, that person may approach a magistrate for an order to keep the peace.”\(^ {157}\) The Department of Communications is also in the process of finalizing a Children’s and ICT strategy that explicitly addresses cyberbullying and online safety.

South African national news outlets had unveiled cases of cyberbullying among South African children and young people. The case of a 16-year old South African girl, who became a victim of cyberbullying on Mxit, prompted a mother to actively seek legal order after the daughter had shared news of victimization in Springs, Gauteng.\(^ {158}\) Reportedly, the victim’s name appeared on a Mxit ‘slut list’\(^ {159}\) along with other names of girls from various schools, including home addresses, telephone number. The mother filed for and obtained a peace order in order to protect her daughter from cyberbullying, and prevent the perpetrators from continuing their actions.\(^ {160}\) The example of the Gauteng 16-year old girl case demonstrates the High Court of South Africa granting an order to “restrain”\(^ {161}\) perpetrators of cyberbullying from “continuing a wrongful act.”\(^ {162}\)

In line with preventing cyberbullying, the Harassment Bill of 2010, (Bill 1 of 2010) tabled by Parliament of South Africa outlaws “forms of harassment in South Africa, which is wide enough
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to include acts of cyberbullying.” It is projected for implementation, and if passed, the bill will allow victims to receive a protection order against anyone who is harassing them by “verbal, electronic, or any other communication aimed at the complainant or a related person.”

5.2 Sexting

Articles 19 and 34 of the UNCRC require that States shall ensure the protection of children from all forms of abuse, including sexual abuse.

Sexting, defined by the CJCP, is the act of “sending nude or semi-nude photos or videos, including sexually suggestive messages through mobile phone texting or instant messaging.”

This form of communication within South African law, under Section 19 of the Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2007 is a punishable crime. This applies to children under the age of 16-years old. Therefore sexting between 16 or 17-years old is not a criminal offense. The law states, “any person exposing or displaying, or causing exposure or display, of child pornography to a child is guilty of the offence of exposing or displaying, or causing the exposure or display, of child pornography or pornography to a child.” As a result, and in accordance with this Act, a conviction will “result in the child’s name being registered as a sex offender in the national register for sex offenders.”

Within the same Act, under section 22, “sexting between children may also fall within the ambit, which prohibits exposing or displaying genital organs, anus or female breasts to children. Causing such exposure or display is also prohibited in terms of this section. Exposing or displaying genital organs, anus or female breasts to a child is a sexual offence.” Yet, if a child is responsible for sending an explicit photo “of genital organs, anus or female breasts to another child, he or she runs the risk of being charged and convicted of contravening this section. Also, if a child aids, abets, induces, incites, instigates, instructs, commands, counsels or procures another child to take and send such a photo of the latter to the first child or any other person, he or she will be liable in terms of section 55 of the Act.”

Additionally, the Films and Publications Amendment Act, 2009, under Section 24B, posits that, “any person who unlawfully possesses or creates, produces or in any way contributes to, or assists in the creation or production of any film, game or publication which contains depictions, descriptions or scenes of child pornography or which advocates, advertises, encourages or
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promotes child pornography or the sexual exploitation of children, shall be guilty of an offence."\textsuperscript{171} The form of a publication includes “visual presentation, placed on any distributed network including, but not confined to, the Internet."\textsuperscript{172}

The South African legislation, under the Child Justice Act, 2008 (Act 75 of 2008), implemented on April 1, 2010\textsuperscript{173} creates a separate criminal justice system for children. It states that “any child who commits a criminal offence will be dealt with in terms of the Act, including those who commit acts of cyberbullying which fall within the ambit of the definition of a specific crime, and those engaged in sexting which is classified as child pornography."\textsuperscript{174} The South Africa Child Justice Act is a positive step in addressing criminalisation of juvenile delinquents in line with the other international instruments, such as CRC.

### 5.3 Talking with and meeting strangers

The digital world presents an opportunity for individuals to exchange ideas and content without meeting in person. That said, information sharing and chatting online often prompts individuals to meet in-person. This practice can have incredible repercussions for children who choose to meet with online friends face-to-face. In South Africa, news reports and research studies have indicated that young people are increasingly meeting strangers online and, subsequently, meeting them in person.\textsuperscript{175}

Currently, no laws exist in reprimanding false online registration by the South African online community, allowing for certain risks to emerge. Firstly, young online users may be gaining online access to digital platforms such as Mxit by falsifying their age online. Secondly, older aged users could be falsifying their age online for establishing relationships with younger users. According to danah boyd and Andrew Schrock’s research, \textit{Problematic Youth Interactions Online: Solicitation, Harassment, and Cyberbullying}, there is a prevalence of “sign(ing) up for an online service using inaccurate or fake information.”\textsuperscript{176}

According to a UNICEF study, it was also found that 42 per cent of young peoples talk to strangers on Mxit everyday and 33 per cent doing so at least once a week. The high frequency with which Mxit users are interacting with strangers raises questions about the extent to which they may be sharing personal information with those strangers and/or meeting them offline.\textsuperscript{177}
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The Nelson Mandela Bay study, discussed above found that 40 per cent of students had met someone in person after having chatted online. Thirty per cent of students reported meeting a stranger in person who differed significantly from what they anticipated. A TNS study, although with a smaller sample size and unknown age group range, found 24 per cent had met offline after meeting online.

Although Internet subscribers use online chat services to exchange information and ideas with other users, evidence suggests that meeting strangers often bears negative implications of Internet use. In South Africa, news reports have uncovered numerous examples of teenage girls who meet up with older men after having met online. In 2010, according to a news report, a 15-year old girl was drugged and raped by a 27-year old man she met on Mxit. In 2011, a similar case led to rape of a 20-year old by three men.

Although the incidents presented above are anecdotal and media tends to over report and misreport such instances, it is sufficient to underline a need to educate children and young people in their use of Internet and the implications such an encounter may have.

5.4 Sexually explicit and child abuse images and videos

ICT access and use presents opportunities for children to become exposed to “disturbing, harmful, and age-inappropriate” content online. The FPB report included a survey of 943 13-17+ year olds in randomly selected schools in Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg. The 2006 report found that young girls and boys have been exposed to pornographic digital images shared on digital mediums. The results found that 64 per cent of students have been exposed to pornographic images on the Internet; more specifically, 74 per cent of boys and 52 per cent of girls have been exposed to such materials. Seventy per cent of surveyed students reported that they came across pornographic images on digital mediums “accidentally.”

According to the report, mobile Internet access and ownership makes it easier for South African young people to become exposed to sexual content online, 88 per cent of surveyed students
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reportedly own their own mobile phone, and 33 per cent reported having received pornographic images from personal mobile phones.\textsuperscript{187}

Of the students who were exposed to pornographic content online, 52 per cent reported looking at the images before exiting the site, and 38 per cent were “not bothered”\textsuperscript{188} by the content they encountered. That said, male and female students had different reactions to pornographic images; “while more boys claimed not to be bothered by pornography they encounter online, most girls felt disgusted.”\textsuperscript{189}

An additional FPB report in 2008 investigated the impact of sexual abuse through ICTs. South African students, between the ages of 10 to 12-years old (grade five to seven) and 13 to 15-years old (grade eight to nine) and living in Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town, were surveyed.\textsuperscript{190} The study conducted 604 total questionnaires and 37 completed interviews.\textsuperscript{191}

The study revealed that exposure to “worrying content” on the Internet including “sexual nature and nudity” content befell 22 per cent of surveyed participants.\textsuperscript{192} The online forms, like chat rooms, served as a platform among 14 per cent who had been exposed to “distressing content” and have had “sexual advances” made to them.\textsuperscript{193} Furthermore, results revealed that 12 per cent of surveyed individuals had been exposed to “distressing content” via cell phones. A majority of this so-called distressing content was of a sexual nature, though 7 per cent reported having been exposed to mostly violent and sexual content via email.\textsuperscript{194}

Young South Africans express their concern for the Internet throughout the interviews conducted. As one young girl shared during her interview, “I don’t really like going to the Internet anymore, because I am scared.”\textsuperscript{195} Exposure to sexual and violent imagery has psychological effects among South African young people. A report released by the Young people Research Unit (YRU) at the University of South Africa (Unisa) had surveyed 1000 young South Africans aged 12 to 25-years old.\textsuperscript{196} This report found that 17.8 per cent of participants had, at one time, felt worried or threatened by online harassment, that 30.8 per cent were faced with an “unwanted discussion about sex”\textsuperscript{197} online, and that 12.6 per cent had been “asked to do something sexual” online.\textsuperscript{198}
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ICT outlets provide different forms of age-restricted content shared with online users. The YRU study found that 20.2 per cent of respondents had come across a website with photos of naked people and of people having sex, and that 18.6 per cent of participants had received emails and instant messages with advertisements and/or links to X-rated websites.\textsuperscript{199}

The report found that male South Africans males are more likely to engage in unsafe online activities than females, which may put them at greater risk of becoming victims of online “victimsation”\textsuperscript{200} based upon their survey results. Young males are particularly at risk of exposure to indecent content. 51.3 per cent of male respondents had received emails or instant messages with advertisements for, or links to, age restricted websites; while half of male respondents reported opening messages showing nude photos or people having sex, and have accessing websites showing such material.\textsuperscript{201}

These research findings, coming from different sources and sample sizes, create awareness of sexual and violent imagery disseminated on ICT outlets in South Africa. However, there have been recent government efforts in protection of children from harmful content online. One of these legislations is the Internet and Cellphone Pornography Bill, 2010,\textsuperscript{202} making it, “illegal for Internet and Mobile phone service providers in the Republic of South Africa to distribute or permit to be distributed pornography, so as to ensure protection for children and women.”\textsuperscript{203}

\textbf{5.5 Breach of Privacy}

According to Article 14 of the South African Constitution, it is unlawful to intrude into the personal life of another. “Everyone has the right to privacy, which includes the right not to have their property searched; or the privacy of their communications infringed.”\textsuperscript{204} However, with online content sharing and electronic communication, research studies have revealed a breach in privacy among Internet users. A TNS study found that 21 per cent of surveyed South African respondents had experienced a breach of their privacy\textsuperscript{205} on the Internet.\textsuperscript{206}

With the development of smartphones, social networking sites and mobile networks have created applications that track the location of mobile users. ‘Geo-tagging’ and ‘check-in’
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features\(^{207}\) are offered on Twitter and Facebook, which are also actively used among South African young people. While a person may use this feature and tag accompanied friends and their location, it can also be used by strangers to find location of individuals.

Privacy has become difficult to maintain in the digital sphere. The UNCRC under Article 16, states, “no child shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his or her privacy, family, or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his or her honour and reputation.”\(^{208}\) This offline protection clause should be extended to the online community, with practical and ethical judgment, where the child is allowed to practice his/her rights to access digital information and express opinions.

### 6.0 ASSESSING ONLINE SAFETY RISKS

When it comes to digital safety risks, including those mentioned above, important considerations must be taken into account. The Internet is not inherently dangerous; it is the off-line human behaviour that is reflected online. As evidenced by a study conducted in the UK by Sonia Livingstone and Ellen Helsper, children’s online communication activities can be predicted by their offline characteristics, particularly their levels of life satisfaction and risk-taking.\(^{209}\) Similarly, as argued by danah boyd from Harvard’s Berkman Center for Internet & Society, “[p]eople may have a tendency to blame the technology that forces them to confront disturbing behaviors—not realizing that technology is only the messenger”.\(^{210}\)


7.0 A STEP FORWARD: LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES

“On Mxit we can access the programme, which sends us lots of maths problems to solve. And because we can use our cellphones to do maths revision, we really like it,”\textsuperscript{211} answers a Cape Town high school student that uses the math application, QuizMax, on Mxit. While the problems of digital risks have been revealed in recent surveys and publications, ICT use for learning and development has provided the public and private South African sectors to become actively involved in creating education programs tailored for adolescents and young people.

7.1 Public Sector Development

With support from the Western Cape Department of Education, the Khanya e-schooling initiative was created to address the increasing shortage of educator capacity in schools by delivering education curriculum through technology use in the Western Cape of South Africa in April 2001.\textsuperscript{212}

Since 2006, a total of 46,120 computers are used in Khanya schools, and 1,339 of its schools have used technology effectively to deliver digital curriculum to students.\textsuperscript{213} One hundred and thirty three schools are in various stages of preparation for the next wave of implementation.\textsuperscript{214} Since the launch of the e-schooling initiative, 905,642 reported learners have benefited from the project, and nearly 46,120 computers are used in Khanya schools.\textsuperscript{215}

More recently, the Khanya project has incorporated a new method of technology to its initiative by providing smart boards, an interactive whiteboard digital system, to the Tafelberg School in Western Cape.\textsuperscript{216} Reportedly, it has donated six smart boards and aims to distribute more to Western Cape education institutions.
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7.2 Private Sector Initiatives

7.2.1 Implementing National ICT Education

Since 1996, the ICT in education policy has implemented skill development systems through ICT education platforms. These ICT development strategies in South Africa links to a broader pan-African mandate expressed in the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) program’s dedication to e-schooling.

7.2.2 OVI-tools: The Nokia Education Initiative

Since 2008, Nokia has collaborated with the Department of Education to run a Mobile Learning for Math project in South Africa. The free access mobile education service allows students, aged 14-15 years old, to improve their mathematics skills for grade 10. The program works by using a social networking platform to deliver interactive math lessons on students’ mobile phones.

From October 2008 to 2009, Nokia reported 280 participating students in six South African schools using the education project. In the first four months of its launch, more than 180,000 site visits were recorded; nearly half of all students and two-thirds of teachers were considered active participants. In the second phase, a year later, the project expanded its user base to 4,000 students, and 72 teachers in 30 South African schools.

Since its inception in 2008, the Mobile for Learning Maths projects has become a reliable education tool for teachers and young students. Indeed, it offers an alternative mode of learning through digital interface. There has not been recent public evaluation or reporting of results from the initiative.
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7.2.3 Mxit Initiatives


A Mxit module, Dr Math was started in January 2007 by the Meraka Institute in South Africa. The mobile chat-based tutoring project links local university tutors with math students who ask for math assistance. By logging into their Mxit account, math students can use the chat function and ask math questions to online tutors.

In accordance with its education mandate, the ICT in Education, Young people and Gender Research Group at Meraka Institute agreed to launch Dr Math, in order to encourage “human capital development”\footnote{Ibid.} in South Africa. The original Dr Math research anticipated no more than twenty to thirty students to participating, however the programme quickly expanded.\footnote{Ibid.} Since the inception, nearly 30,000 South African students have used Dr Math to assist them with their mathematics homework.\footnote{Butgereit, Laura and Reinhardt Botha, A model to identify mathematics topics in MXit lingo to provide tutors quick access to supporting documentation. Pythagoras 32(2), 2011, pp.23 – 33.}


South Africa is among the leading nations progressing in ICT initiatives to combat issues such as, education, health and protection issues.
8.0 LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

There is limited research that has been done in areas of access, opportunities, and risks. The research that has been conducted has not been updated recently, indicating an urgent need to create and update research in ICT topics. There is a growing interest from the research community to understand the relationship between offline and online behaviours among youths and adolescents, and how young people perceive online risks and negotiate interactions. Literature existed in the areas of public sector initiatives and infrastructure projects, however monitoring and evaluation of these projects has not been provided in evidence-based studies.

CONCLUSION

Access to mobile technology in South Africa affords a myriad of new opportunities for South African adolescents and young people to enter the digital realm. That said, lower Internet rates, compared to other developing and middle-income countries, and persistent socioeconomic and location-based digital divides means the South African government must continue to pursue and create initiatives to optimize ICT access for all, rural and urban-based dwellers. As recent efforts by the South African government and private sector have drawn great interest and growth in mobile technology, challenges in the coming years will be to encourage a safe expansion of ICT opportunities to all sectors of the population, and to foster the development of a young population fully educated and aware of the opportunities, rights, and risks born of engagement with digital technology.
Annex I: GLOSSARY

Access: The right, opportunity, and/or means of finding, using or retrieving information. (Source: International Standard ISO/TR15489-1, Clause 3.1).


Apartheid: A system of institutionalized racial segregation and discrimination for the purpose of establishing and maintaining domination by one racial group over another. In South Africa it was a system of legal racial segregation enforced by the National Party government between 1948 and 1994, during which time the rights of the majority ‘non-white’ inhabitants of South Africa were curtailed and minority rule by white people was maintained. (Source: United Nations (30 November 2006). "International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid", <http://web.archive.org/web/20061001200717/http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/11.htm>).

Beeping: Calling someone and hanging up after a ring or two, beeps, also known as missed calls or flashes, are a signal for the recipient to call someone back when the caller is low on airtime. Studies estimate that 20 to 30 per cent of calls made each day in Africa are beeps. (Source: Donner, Jonathan, ‘The Rules of Beeping: Exchanging Messages Via Intentional "Missed Calls" on Mobile Phones’, Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication, 2007, <http://jcmc.indiana.edu/vol13/issue1/donner.html>).

Broadband: A transmission capacity with sufficient bandwidth to permit combined provision of voice, data and video, with no lower limit. Broadband is implemented mainly through ADSL, cable modem or wireless LAN (WLAN) services. (Source: ITU, <http://www.itu.int/wsis/tunis/newsroom/stats/The_Portable_Internet_2004.pdf>).

Check in: An online tool available on social networking sites. A user can select past, current and present locations and tag accompanied friends in the check-in feature. (Source: Facebook, <http://www.facebook.com/about/location>).


Connectivity: The ability to access the Internet and utilize online resources. (Source: Center for International Development at Harvard University, Information Technologies Group, http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/readinessguide/glossary.html).
Cyberbullying: Willful and repeated harm inflicted through the use of computers, cell phones, and other electronic devices (Source: Center for International Development at Harvard University, Information Technologies Group, <http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/sites/cyber.law.harvard.edu/files/RAB_Lit_Review_121808_0.pdf>).

Developing nations: According to the World Bank classification, countries with low or middle levels of GNP per capita. Several countries with transition economies are sometimes grouped with developing countries based on their low or middle levels of per capita income, and sometimes with developed countries based on their high industrialization. (Source: “Glossary”, The World Bank Group, <http://www.worldbank.org/depweb/english/beyond/global/glossary.html>.)

District: See Province.

Digital behaviour: The process whereby an individual behaves and interacts with other users online and in groups.


Digital media: Digitized content that can be transmitted over the internet or computer networks. This can include text, audio, video, and graphics. News from a TV network, newspaper, magazine, etc. that is presented on a website or blog can fall into this category. (Source: Penn State University, “The Fourth Amendment Relating to Technology”, <https://wikispaces.psu.edu/display/IST432SP11Team14/Definition+of+Digital+Media>).

E-mail (electronic mail) - A computer-based form of sending and receiving messages via the Internet. Users may have their own e-mail account or use a shared account. (Source: Center for International Development at Harvard University, Information Technologies Group, <http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/readinessguide/glossary.html>).

Ethnicity: A group of people denoted based on ethnic nationality (i.e., country or area of origin, as distinct from citizenship or country of legal nationality), race, colour, language, religion, customs of dress or eating, tribe or various combinations of these characteristics. (Source: United Nations Statistics Division, <http://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic/sconcerns/popchar/popcharmethods.htm>).

Fixed broadband Internet subscribers: The number of broadband Internet subscribers with a digital subscriber line, cable modem, or other high-speed technology. (Source: ITU, <http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict>).
Gender: Classification based on the social attributes and opportunities associated with being male and female, and the relationships between women and men, and girls and boys, (Source: UN Women, <http://www.un.org/womenwatch/osagi/conceptsanddefinitions.htm>).

Gender Equality: A condition under which women and men have equal opportunities to realize their full human rights and to contribute to, and benefit from, economic, social, cultural and political development. (Source: UN Women, <http://www.un.org/womenwatch/osagi/conceptsanddefinitions.htm>).

Geo-tag: See Checking-in.


Information and communication technologies (ICTs) - The building blocks of the Networked World. ICTs include telecommunications technologies, such as telephony, cable, satellite and radio, as well as digital technologies, such as computers, information networks and software. (Source: Center for International Development at Harvard University, Information Technologies Group, http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/readinessguide/glossary.html).

Internet: A linked global network of computers in which users at one computer can get information from other computers in the network. (Source: ITU <http://www.itu.int/itu-t/ict>).

Internet subscribers: People who pay for access to the Internet (dial up, leased line, and fixed broadband). The number of subscribers includes those who pay for Internet use, pay via the cost of their telephone call, pay in advance for a given amount of time (prepaid), and/or pay for a subscription (either flat-rate or volume-per-usage based). (Source: ITU <http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict>).

Internet users: Subscribers who pay for Internet access (dial-up, leased line, and fixed broadband) and people who access to the worldwide computer network without paying directly, either as the member of a household, or from work or school. The number of Internet users will always be much larger than the number of subscribers, typically by a factor of 2–3 in developed countries, and more in developing countries. (Source: ITU <http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict>).

**Mobile Phone:** Portable telephone device that does not require the use of landlines. Mobile phones utilize frequencies transmitted by cellular towers to connect the calls between two devices. A mobile telephone service provided by a network of base stations, each of which covers one geographic cell within the total cellular system service area. (Source: ITU, <http://www.itu.int/wsis/tunis/newsroom/stats/The_Portable_Internet_2004.pdf>).

**Mobile cellular subscriptions:** The number of subscriptions to a public mobile telephone service using cellular technology, which provides access to the Public Switched Telephone Network. Post-paid and prepaid subscriptions are included. (Source: ITU (2009), <http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict>).

**Mobile Internet:** Internet accessed via mobile devices such as mobile phones through advanced wireless technologies like Wi-Fi, WiMax, IMT-2000, ultra wideband and radio frequency identification (RFID) tags. These operate at long, medium and short ranges. Handheld devices that are Internet enabled could open up the information gateway in a new and exciting market—one that could help further the goals of universal access while challenging manufacturers and service providers to meet different users’ needs across the globe. (Source: ITU, <http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/publications/portableinternet/ExecSummFinal2.pdf>).

**Mxit:** A free instant messaging application developed by Mxit Lifestyle (Pty) Ltd. in South Africa that runs on multiple mobile and computing platforms. Along with its own standard protocol, it can connect to Yahoo, ICQ, Google Talk, Facebook, AIM, or Windows Live Messenger contacts as well. (Source: Mxit, <http://www.Mxitlifestyle.com/getting-started>).

**Online** – A resource that is available over the Internet or a network. (Source: Center for International Development at Harvard University, Information Technologies Group, <http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/readinessguide/glossary.html>).

**Participation Gap:** Unequal access to the opportunities, experiences, skills, and knowledge that will prepare young people for full participation in the world of tomorrow. (Source: Henry Jenkins, “Building the Field of Digital Media and Learning”, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, <http://digitallearning.macfound.org/att/ct/%7B7E45C7E0-A3E0-4B89-AC9C-E807E1B0AE4E%7D/JENKINS_WHITE_PAPER.PDF>).

**Penetration:** A measurement of access to telecommunications, normally calculated by dividing the number of subscribers to a particular service by the population and multiplying by 100. (Source: ITU (2009), “Glossary, Acronyms and Abbreviations”, <http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/publications/wtdr_99/material/glossary.html>).

**Personal computers:** Self-contained computers designed to be used by a single individual. (Source: ITU (2009), <http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict>).
“Please Call Me”- Free service of calling someone. Studies estimate that 20 to 30 per cent of calls made each day in Africa are beeps. (Source: MobileActive.org, <http://mobileactive.org/please-call-me-messages-hiv-info-mobile-social-marketing-south-africa>.

**Population**: The number of all residents in a country, regardless of legal status or citizenship, excluding refugees not permanently settled in the country of asylum. Data are midyear estimates. (World Bank, “Country at a Glance technical notes”, <http://go.worldbank.org/WG51XXDW0>.

**Province**: South Africa has nine provinces: Eastern Cape, Free State, Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, Limpopo Province, Mpumalanga, Northern Cape, North West and Western Cape. Each province has its own provincial government, with legislative power vested in a provincial legislature and executive power vested in a provincial premier and exercised together with other members of a provincial executive council. (Source: SouthAfrica.info, <http://www.southafrica.info/about/government/govprov.htm>.

**Race**: *See Ethnicity*

**Rural**: Any area that cannot be classified as urban. Rural areas are less dense and are usually farming or mining areas. Examples of rural areas from responses include Tzaneen, a small agricultural village with a population of 30,000 in the Mopani district of Limpopo, and Balfour, a coal mining and maize farming town in Mpumalanga, with a population of 21,000. (Source: Statistics South Africa. 2001. Census 2001: Concepts and definitions / Statistics South Africa. www.statssa.gov.za/census01/html/concepts%20&%20definitions.pdf).

**SIM**: Subscriber identity module (card). A small printed circuit board inserted into a GSM-based mobile phone. It includes subscriber details, security information and a memory for a personal directory of numbers. This information can be retained by subscribers when changing handsets. (Source: ITU, <http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/publications/portableinternet/ExecSummFinal2.pdf>.

**SMS**: Short Message Service. A service available on digital networks, typically enabling messages with up to 160 characters to be sent or received via the message centre of a network operator to a subscriber’s mobile phone. (Source: ITU, <http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/publications/portableinternet/ExecSummFinal2.pdf>.

**Social Network Site**: A web-based service that allows individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system. The nature and nomenclature of these connections may vary from site to site. (Source: Boyd, d. m., & Ellison, N. B. (2007), “Social network sites: Definition, history, and scholarship”, <http://jcmc.indiana.edu/vol13/issue1/boyd.ellison.html>).
**Software** - The programs or other "instructions" that a computer needs to perform specific tasks. Examples of software include word processors, e-mail clients, web browsers, video games, spreadsheets, accounting tools and operating systems. (Source: Center for International Development at Harvard University, Information Technologies Group, http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/readinessguide/glossary.html).

**Urban**: Areas classified based on dominant settlement type and land use. Cities, towns, townships and suburbs are typical urban settlements. They must be high-density populated areas, with a population of 20,000 or more. (This number has been adjusted to account for a 4.8% increase in population per annum, since 2001 when the original figure was termed.) Urban areas include Cape Town, the second-most populous city in South Africa, as well as Rustenburg, the fastest growing city in South Africa which boasts one of the highest GDPs per capita in the nation. (Source: Statistics South Africa. 2001. Census 2001: Concepts and definitions / Statistics South Africa, <www.statssa.gov.za/census01/html/concepts%20&%20definitions.pdf>).
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